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1. STATUS OF ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND OF ADVANCES TO THE WORKING CAPITAL FUND:
Item 8.14 of the Agenda (ResolutionsWHA7.19, EB15.R36: Documents AS /AFL /11,
AS /AFL /21) (continued)

The CHAIRMAN reminded the Committee that the debate on the status of annual contri-

butions and of advances to the Working Capital Fund was closed, and that the Committee

would noy proceed to vote, in the following order: on the United Kingdom amendment to

the draft resolution proposed by the delegate of Pakistan, then the Pakistani draft re-

solution itself, and finally on the draft resolution proposed by the delegate of Argen-

tina. All three were contained in document A8 /AFL /21. He also pointed out that the

Pakistani and Argentine draft resolutions were not incompatible, and that nothing pre-

vented the Committee from adopting both.

Decision:

(1) The United Kingdom amendment to the Pakistani draft resolution (document
A8 /AFL /21) was adopted by 19 votes to 3, with 11 abstentions.

(2) ,The Pakistani draft, resolution, as amended, (document. A8 /AFL /21) was adopted
by 22 votes to none, with 14 abstentions.

(3) The Argentine draft resolution (document AS /AFL /21) was adopted by 11 votes
to 5, with 22 abstentions..

At the request of the CHAIRMAN, Dr ZAHIR (Afghanistan), Vice -Chairman, took
the Chair.

2. SPECIAL FUND FOR WORLD HEALTH SEATS: .REPORT ON OPERATION OF THE FUND: Item 8.18
of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA6.34, EB15.R25; document A8 /AFL /12)

The CHAIRMAN opened the discussion on the Special Fund for World Health Seals and

called upon the representative of the Executive Board to explain the situation to the

Committee..
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Dr TURBOTT, representative of the Executive Board, said that the Board had examined

the question of WHO seals and that the results of its deliberation were embodied in re-

solution EB15.R25. The Board, after some discussion, had come to the conclusion that

WHO seals represented a losing propo ition and that they did not enjoy the necessary

world -wide support. Consequently, the Board had recommended that they should be dis-

continued after 1955.

Dr BISSOT (Panama) thought that the recommendations of the Board were justified

in the circumstances. He regretted however that such a solution had to be adopted, be-

Cause the sale of WHO seals represented an additional source of revenue for local health

activities and also a means of bringing the work of the. Organization to the attention of

the public.

Dr SANCHEZ BAEZ (Dominican Republic) agreed with the recommendations of the Board.

The only way to attain a satisfactory volume of sales would be for the various countries

concerned to enact special legislation to authorize the sale of WHO seals together with

the regular posvage stamps. As that had not proved possible, the only thing to do was

to abandon the scheme.

Mr RENOUF (Australia) agreed with the statement made by the delegate of the Domini-

can Republic and expressed full support for the recommendations of the Executive Board.

He suggested however that part of the balance of the Special Fund for World Health Seals,

the exact amount to be determined by the Director -General, might be transferred to the

Assembly Suspense Account immediately, and the remainder upon liquidation of the Fund.

Mr SIEGEL (Assistant Director -General, Department of Administration and Finance),

Secretary, thought that there would be no objection to the adoption of that proposal,
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but pointed out that the report on the availability of casual income had already been

adopted by the Committee. To adopt a supplemental report would require the reopening of

the question. He wondered whether it would not be better to provide for the transfer

of part of the account at the end of 1955, and of the remaining balance upon liquida-

tion of the account.

Mr RENOUF (Australia) agreed with the statement made by the Assistant Director -

General and accordingly proposed that paragraph 3 of the draft resolution recommended

by the Executive Board in resolution EB15.R25 should be amended to read as follows:

"3. Requests the Director -General to transfer the maximum balance in this account

to the Assembly Suspense ,ccount at the end of 1955, and when final returns have

been received from the Member States concerned, to liquidate the special fund by

transferring any sums remaining in the fund to the Assembly Suspense Account ".

Decision:

(1) The Australian amendment to the draft resolution recommended by the Executiv'
Board in resolution EB15.R25 was adopted.

(2) The draft resolution recommended by the Executive Board in resolution
EB15.R25, as amended, was adopted.

3. REPORT ON ARREARS OF CONTRIBUTIONS DUE IN RESPECT OF THE OFFICE INTERNATIONAL
D'RYGIENE PUBLIQUE: Item 8.19 of the Agenda (Resolution WHA7.2O; Document A8 /AFL /'

Decision: The draft resolution proposed by the Director -General in document
ASIAFL /20 was adopted without discussion.
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UNITED NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION FUND: WHO STAFF PENSION COMMITTEE: APPOINT-
MENT OF REPRESENTATIVES TO ?EPLACE MEMBERS WHOSE FERIOD OF i EMBERSHIP EXPIRES:
Item 8.22.1 of the Agenda (Resolution WHA5.51; Document A8 /AFL /2)

The CHAIRMAN referred members of the Committee to document A8 /AFL /2 and said

that the Health Assembly had to appoint a member and an alternate member to

serve on the Staff Pension Committee.

The SECRETARY explained that past practice had been to elect to the Staff

Pension Committee members of the Executive Board by designating the names of two

of the Member States elected at the current session of the Health hssembly to

appoint a person to the Board.

Dr SANCHEZ BAEZ (Dominican Republic), supported by Mr RENOUF (Australia),

proposed that the member of the Board designated by Argentina should be appointed

member of the WHO Staff Pension Committee.

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) proposed that the member of the Executive Board appointed

by Finland should be appointed to serve as alternate member on the Staff Pension

Committee.
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The CHAIRMAN read out the draft resolution contained in document A8 /AFL /2 as com-

pleted in the light of the proposals made by the delegates of the Dominican Republic

and Israel:

"The Eighth World Health Assembly

"RESOLVES that the member of the Executive Board designated by the Government

of Argentina be appointed as member of the WHO Staff Pension Committee, and that

the member of the Board designated by the Government of Finland be appointed as

alternate member, the appointments being for a period.of three years."

decision: The above draft resolution was adopted without discussion.

5. UNITED NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION FUND: ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS
JOINT STAFF PENSION BOARD FOR 1953 (ARTICLE 35 OF THE UNITED NATIONS PENSION FUND
REGULATIONS): Item 8.22.2 of the Agenda (Document A8 /AFL /3)

Decision: The draft resolution recommended in document A8 /AFL/3 was adopted with-
out discussion.

6. REPORT ON CO- ORDINATION WITH THE UNITED NATIONS AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES ON
ADMINISTR1TIVE AND BUDGETARY QUESTIONS: Item 8.23 of the Agenda (Offkci91 Records
No. 60, Annex 15 and Resolution EB15.R55; Documents A8 /AFL /15, A8/Pp/11)

The CHAIRMAN opened the discussion on the report on co- ordination with the United

Nations and specialized agencies on administrative and budgetary questions and referred

them to the relevant documents.

Dr MELLBYE (Norway) said that his delegation had studied with great interest the

Thirty -first Report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions

to the ninth session of the General Assembly of the United Nations, excerpts from which

were reproduced in Official Records No. 60, Annex 15, Appendix 1. It was clear that
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same of the conclusions reached by the Advisory Committee were due to inadequate know-

ledge of the way WHO operated and of all the circumstances that had led to some of the

decisions taken by the Organization. The misunderstandings had been cleared by a state-

ment made by the representative of the Director -General to the Fifth Committee of the

General Assembly of the United Nations. It should be pointed out, however, that the

Report of the Advisory Committee was examined with great care and attention by all

governments concerned, and it was regrettable that some of the information it contained

had had to be corrected by means of special statements.

Dr BERNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) referred members of the Committee to the

last sentence in paragraph 51 of the Report of the Advisory Committee as reproduced in

Official Records No. 60, Annex 15, Appendix 1, page 138:

"Nevertheless, the Committee believes that early consideration should be given
to the question of stabilizing the programme and budget of WHO in the light of
the totality.of resources available for international action in many fields."

His delegation felt that serious consideration should be given to that statement

by the Health Assembly.

The SECRETARY referred members of the Committee to the fourth paragraph of the

statement made by the WHO representative to the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly

of the United Nations (Official Records No. 60, Annex 15, Appendix 3), in reply to the

comments of the Advisory Committee in paragraph 51 of its Report.

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) drew attention to resolution 884 (IX) of the United Nations

General Assembly (page 141 of Official Records No. 60) in which the General Assembly

invited the attention of specialized agencies to the recommendations and suggestions of

the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions and to the views

expressed in the Fifth Committee at the ninth session of the General Assembly. He stated
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that the Israeli delegation to the United Nations had participated in the discussions

of the matter in the Fifth Committee, and that it had then been felt by many delegation

that it was not possible to give definite instructions to the Advisory Committee as to

the extent to which it might proceed on its own to implement its own suggestions. It

had been felt that the question involved a very fundamental problem affecting the auth,-

ity and competence of the Advisory Committee in respect of the specialized agencies.

However, the hope had been expressed at the time that, since any useful solution could

only be arrived at by co- operation, the specialized agencies should give serious consi:'

eration to the Advisory Committee's recommendations. He felt that more action should 1

taken than merely to note the United Nations recommendations, particularly since the

United Nations hoped that by the tenth session of the General Assembly information woul

be available concerning the attitudes of the specialized agencies concerned. Some acti is

should be taken on the invitation extended by the United Nations.

The SECRETARY said that the comments of the Advisory Committee to which reference

had been made by the delegate of the Federal Republic of Germany referred to the budget

ceiling, and said that the question would be dealt with by the Committee on Programme

and Budget.

Regarding the remarks made by the delegate of Israel, he said that the comments

concerning WHO in the United Nations Advisory Committee's report indicated that that

committee had met with a representative of the Director -General and had had an opportu ,

ity to consider points of interest to it. Its comments on the operation of WHO appear,

in the documents before the present committee.

The Director -General of WHO had always provided and would continue to provide the

Advisory Committee with such information as it might request, subject to its terms of

reference.
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Mr LIVER AN (Israel) said that he was aware of the consultations which had taken

place on whether the United Nations resolution should, so far as WHO was concerned, be

implemented in the form suggested by the General Assembly. His point had been that it

would be appropriate for WHO to take some action in response to that resolution.

Dr BERNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) thought that the Health Assembly might

follow the example of the Executive Board in resolution EB15.R55 and note the United

Nations resolution.

Mr BOTHA (',,on of South Africa) complimented the delegate of Israel in bringing

the Committee's attention to the point under discussion; in doing so the delegate of

Israel was fulfilling his duties as the representative of a Member of both the United

Nations and WHO. He recalled that the delegate of Israel had been rapporteur of the

United Nations Fifth Committee, and suggested that in his statements at the present

meeting he had probably had in mind paragraph 10 of that committee's report (reproduced

in Official Records No. 60, page 140), authorizing the Advisory Committee to respond

favourably to any invitation received from a specialized agency to continue at the head-

quarters of such agency the study of administrative and budgetary co- ordination between

the United Nations and the specialized agencies if it considered such a course desirable

and practicable in the light of its existing responsi'_ilities. That paragraph went on

to say that it was understood that that formulation would be transmitted by the

Secretary -General to the specialized agencies at an early date so that appropriate

arrangements might be made as soon as possible.

Regarding the statement by the delegate of Norway, he was glad that he had not

criticized the action of the Advisory Committee but had simply regretted the fact that

a misunderstanding had arisen. He could assure the Committee that the Advisory Committee
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was dedicated to the services of the United Nations and the specialized agencies and was

trying to keep budgets down within limits, considering them not separately but as one

considerable total. The matter raised by the delegate of Norway had been discussed in

the Fifth Committee at a time when it had been extremely busy reviewing the operations oï

the specialized agencies and the United Nations itself in an effort to achieve greater

efficiency and large savings.

Dr PACHACHI (Iraq) stated that when the Fifth Committee had discussed the report of

the Advisory Committee his delegation had expressed serious reservations about the views

of the Advisory Committee and had drawn attention to the very great difference between

the work of the United Nations and the specialized agencies so far as increases in their

budgets were concerned. Their respective positions were not analogous, because the

specialized agencies had to perform a particular kind of work emanating from requests fro

the under- developed countries of the world. His delegation had made it clear that it wou .:

be unfortunate if the specialized agencies were ever faced with the prospect of having to

refuse the requests of under -developed countr ".es for better conditions of health, educa-

tion, and so on.

The Iraqi delegation had also disagreed with the original proposal of the Argentino

delegation which would have instructed the Advisory Committee to continue the study of

administrative and budgetary co- ordination at the seat of the specialized agencies, but

it had accepted the compromise proposed by the Rapporteur of the Fifth Committee and give

in paragraph 10 of the Fifth Committee1s report. He wished to associate himself with

previous speakers in asking that the response of the Director- General of WHO be made cle

regarding the Advisory Committeers authorization to respond favourable to any invitation

received from a specialized agency to continue the study of administrative and budgetary

co- ordination at that agency's headquarters.
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Finally, he stated that the Iraqi delegation to the United Nations Committee on

Information from Non -Self -Governing Territories had found the report of WHO presented to

the last session of that committee to be very valuable indeed.

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) remarked that the authorizing resolution finally adopted by the

Fifth Committee had been a compromise between those who maintained and those who opposed

an attitude as a result of which the Advisory Committee would have been directed, without

reference to the wishes of the specialized agencies, to proceed on its own account to

inspect what it considered needed inspection. His own delegation had been among those

opposing that attitude, maintaining that co- ordination was very different from dictation

by the United Nations to any of the specialized agencies on the running of its own affairs,

including affairs of budget and of administrative and financial practices. Co- ordination

could only be achieved by co- operation among all the organizations concerned, and one pre-

requisite for that was the exchange of information. In that connexion, the remarks of the

delegate of Norway were extremely cogent.

The remarks made by previous speakers showed how important it was to ensure that no

misconceptions arose in any organization about the intention of another. However, the

avoidance of misconceptions could not be achieved by each organization passing a resolu-

tion noting what the other had done. That might formally satisfy the legislative require-

ments of both, but in practice was not likely to make the work of either easier. To

facilitate the continued fruitful operation of WHO and to remove even the possibility of

criticism by another organization, it was important to study any criticism that might have

been made, to reject it where it seemed improper and to express views on the whole.

The SECRETARY said that he was grateful for the discussion that had taken place; it

was important that the Health Assembly be well aware of the relationships between WHO and
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other international organizations and that it should be informed of the steps taken and

progress made in the co- ordination of administrative and budgetary practices. The dele-

gate of Israel had referred to points that needed particular emphasis. It was, of course..

true that co- ordination depended on consultation among the participating parties and

required a considerable amount of give and. take. Since the inception of WHO, the Directo -.

General had regularly reported to the Executive Board and the Health Assembly on the

progress made in co- ordinating administrative and budgetary matters with the United Natio -;:

and with other specialized agencies. It was with genuine gratification that the Director

General could at the present Realth Assembly report considerable and continuing progress;.

however, a number of matters needed further attention. He assured the Committee that the

Director- General would continue to do all in his power to ensure that his representatives

participated in all consultations to achieve the objectives established in the agreements

between WHO and the United Nations and between WHO and the other specialized agencies.

Regarding particularly the references made to the report of the Advisory Committee

on Administrative and Budgetary Questions and the recommendations of the Fifth Committee,

he would draw attention to the report on administrative and budgetary co- ordination con-

tained in Official Records No. 60, Annex 11, and especially to sub -paragraph 3 of para-

graph 1.1 and paragraphs 1.2 and 1.3 on page 134. WHO was entitled, under its agreement

with the United Nations, to have representatives participate, without vote, in the delib-

erations of the General Assembly or any committee thereof, at all times when the budget

of WHO or general administrative or financial questions affecting WHO were under

consideration.

The delegate of the Union of South Africa had referred to the authority given to the

Advisory Committee by the Fifth Committee to respond favourably to any invitation receiver

from a specialized agency to continue at that agency's headquarters the study of
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administrative and budgetary co- ordination with the United Nations. The Headquarters of

WHO and the European Office of the United Nations were situated in the same building in

Geneva and from time to time the Advisory Committee had met there and had considered WHO'

budget at such times. Representatives of WHO'had then appeared before the Committee to

furnish it with such information as it requested for carrying out its assigned responsi-

bilities. It was therefore the opinion of the Director - General that the Advisory Committ

would have no difficulty in studying WHO's budget and other administrative and financial

questions at WHO Headquarters.

As the Committee already knew, general co- ordination among the United Nations and the

specialized agencies was carried out by the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination and

its subsidiary bodies, including the Consultative Committee on administrative questions.

The Technical Assistance Board provided co- ordination of the Expanded Programme of

Technical Assistance.

Mr RENOUF (Australia) stated that the Australian delegation considered that the

closest possible co- ordination and co- operation on administrative and budgetary matters

was desirable and that the recommendations of the Advisory Committee should be given the

closest attention. He was satisfied that the Executive Board and the Director -General of

WHO would give them that attention.

Mr BOTHA (Union of South Africa) thanked the Secretary for the explanation he had

given. The question now was what action should be taken both by the World Health Organi-

zation and by the United Nations. Paragraph 10 of the Fifth Committeets Report suggested

that the General Assembly should have before it a progress report by the Advisory Committe

He asked whether the Secretary -General had informed WHO of the Fifth Committee's recom-

mendations and if a reply had been sent from WHO to the United Nations. If none had been
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sent, he suggested that the minutes of the present meeting might be transmitted to the

Secretary -General in order to indicate the views expressed and to show that the General

Assembly's invitation had not been ignored.

The SECRETARY answered that a letter had been received from the Secretary-General

notifying the World Health Organization of the decision.of the General assembly. That

letter had been acknowledged but no fuller reply had been sent. The Director- General

felt that the fact that the Advisory Committee had in the past. considered WHO's budget

in Geneva demonstrated that nothing stood in the way of the Advisory Committee's visitiL:

the Headquarters of WHO. It was, of course, necessary, that advance notice was given Sc.

as to ensure that the responsible officers of WHO would be present when required,.

In response to the request of the CHAIRMAN, the SECRETARY suggested that the opinic

expressed in the Committee might be incorporated in some resolution such as the followin :

"The Eighth World Health Assembly,

Noting the report of the Director -General on co- ordination with the United
Nations and specialized agencies on administrative and budgetary questions,

1. BELIEVES that satisfactory progress in administrative and budgetary co- ordina-
tion and co-operation with the United Nations and with the other specialized agenci::
is being made; and

2. REQUESTS the Director -General to transmit to the Secretary -General of the Unite
Nations the record of the discussions which took place in the Committee on Adminis;
-Lion, Finance and Legal Matters at the Eighth World Health assembly."

The CHAIRMAN then moved the adoption of the draft resolution read out by the Seca:

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted unan'.mcusly.

The meeting rose at 3.50 p.m.


